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1. I NTRODUCTION

A BSTRACT
The discrepancy in the distribution of source and target domains is usually referred to as a domain shift. It is one of
the reasons for the inferior performance of machine learning solutions at deployment. We illustrate that the domain
shift issue is pertinent to the readings of the vehicles’ operational sensors. This is due to the fact that these measurements are collected over a period of time and are susceptible
to various changes that happen in the meantime. Examples
of these changes are usage pattern variations, aging of the vehicles, seasonal shifts, and driver changes. However, domain
adversarial neural networks (DANN) have shown promising
results to reduce the negative impact of the domain shift. The
present study investigates domain adaptation (DA) in the predictive maintenance field by estimating the remaining useful
life (RUL) of turbochargers. The devices are operating on a
fleet of VOLVO trucks, and the information about their services is collected over four years between 2016 and 2019.
The input features to the model are a set of bi-weekly collected measurements called logged vehicle data (LVD). The
contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, we propose
a new approach for detecting domain (covariate) shift using
an autoencoder. Second, we adapt domain adversarial neural
networks to the specific application of predicting turbocharger
failures. Finally, we deploy a recurrent feature extraction
layer in the DANN architecture to incorporate temporal aspect of the data. The experimental results demonstrate the
superiority of the proposed method over the traditional approach.

Mahmoud Rahat et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

The main goal of predictive maintenance (PdM) is to monitor
equipment behavior and suggest a proper time for performing
maintenance. This provides multiple benefits for businesses
by avoiding unexpected breakdowns and improving the quality of customer service. When it comes to heavy-duty vehicles such as trucks, PdM’s importance becomes more evident
as they usually carry out important tasks around the clock.
Any potential breakdown could lead to catastrophic situations
in terms of cost, time, and pledges.
Numerous papers in the literature use data-driven approaches
and machine learning for predictive maintenance of industrial
equipment (W. Zhang, Yang, & Wang, 2019). Based on how
they formulate the problem, these methods could coarsely
be divided into two groups of regression (Ding, Jia, Miao,
& Huang, 2021; Y. Zhang, Hutchinson, Lieven, & NunezYanez, 2020) and classification approaches (Prytz, Nowaczyk,
Rögnvaldsson, & Byttner, 2015; Rahat, Pashami, Nowaczyk,
& Kharazian, 2020). In the regression approach, the methods
estimate a component’s RUL as a value of a continuous quantity (unbounded real number). In this scenario, the RUL estimates the amount of time a piece of equipment can perform
its intended functionality. However, one could argue that estimation of the exact remaining useful life is too complicated
and unnecessary as the only important question that we need
to answer each time a truck visits a workshop is binary, either
to substitute the component or not (Prytz et al., 2015; Rahat
et al., 2020).
By looking at the literature, one can observe that methods
based on neural networks and ensemble frameworks are becoming more popular in the field (Mashhadi, Nowaczyk, &
Pashami, 2020; Revanur, Ayibiowu, Rahat, & Khoshkangini,
2020; Xia, Song, Zheng, Pan, & Xi, 2020; Rahat et al., 2020;
Uddagiri, Ramalingam, Rahat, & Mashhadi, 2021) and generally, the predictive maintenance systems are becoming more
1
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sophisticated over time. Although most of the initial works
on PdM were focused on basic components such as industrial bearings (Wang, Liang, Zheng, Gao, & Zhang, 2020),
it is clear that the trend is going toward applying PdM on
more complex equipment such as batteries (Altarabichi, Fan,
Pashami, Mashhadi, & Nowaczyk, 2021), compressors (Fan,
Nowaczyk, & Rögnvaldsson, 2015a, 2015b), and turbochargers (Rahat et al., 2020).

promotes the emergence, in the shared internal representation
layer, of features that remain robust over time. In other words,
it helps to avoid overfitting to the source-specific features. We
further improve the results by considering a sequence of observations using an LSTM network in the feature extraction
layers. The experiments demonstrate that the RUL prediction
error reduces significantly over different data splits once we
add domain adaptation head to the model.

The underlying assumption of the machine learning models is
that the train and test data are sampled independently from a
static distribution that does not change between learning and
evaluation. This is generally considered as a necessary condition that ensures the likelihoods the model receives match
the expectations within the same distribution. However, this
assumption usually does not hold for real-world time-series
since such a data is collected under different working conditions overtime. The key motivation of the paper is to formulate changes as such in the context of domain shift and obtain
versatility using power of DANN.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the data. Section 3 presents the proposed methodology. Section 4 demonstrates the results, and finally section
5 concludes the paper.

Because of the natural temporal order in time-series, it is not
possible to shuffle the data randomly between train and test,
since we must avoid learning from future observations and
evaluating on the past. This has also been considered as part
of the sample selection bias (Quiñonero-Candela, Sugiyama,
Schwaighofer, & Lawrence, 2008). The significance of applying domain adaptation in the context of time-series data
becomes more clear once we consider further challenges such
as seasonality, and usage pattern shifts. Knowledge transfer between different domains has recently gained a lot of attention in several neural network applications such as natural
language processing (Yang et al., 2019), and machine vision
(Kharazian, Rahat, Fatemizadeh, & Nasrabadi, 2020). The
failure prognosis and fault diagnosis applications are not an
exception to the mentioned trend (Che, Deng, Lin, Hu, & Hu,
2021; Li, Tang, Tang, & He, 2021; Mao, Liu, Ding, Safian, &
Liang, 2020).
The two central contributions of the paper are 1) proposing
a new approach for domain shift detection using an autoencoder 2) adapting DANN to the specific application of predicting turbocharger failures. Moreover, we use a recurrent
feature extraction layer to integrate sequential information in
the common feature extraction layers. Previous works have
shown the effectiveness of using an LSTM (as feature extraction) in the context of DANN for estimating the remaining
useful life (da Costa, Akçay, Zhang, & Kaymak, 2020).
We first analyze the existence of domain shift in the data by
using an autoencoder. Then, we address the issue by applying unsupervised domain adaptation. The adopted network
architecture simultaneously optimizes two heads; a regressor
that estimates the RUL (the primary task) and a binary classifier that predicts whether the samples are drawn from source
or target distribution (the auxiliary task). This architecture

2. DATA
The data used in this study includes bi-weekly measurement
readouts of the sensors installed on 415 VOLVO trucks. These
measurements are called logged vehicle data or, in short, LVD
and are collected over four years between 2016 and 2019.
Most of the measurements are collected through telecommunication and during workshop visits. The original data had
unequal timestamps and contained missing values. The missing values are imputed using mean, and linear interpolation is
used to equalize the reading intervals. The data includes 372
attributes in total.
The date and time of the measurement, average speed, mileage,
vehicle identification number (id), time driving in each gear
are among the features available in the dataset. The information about the repairs done on the turbochargers of the trucks
is stored in a separate table called Vehicle Service Records
(VSR). This table includes vehicle id, part code, and repair
dates. The vehicle identifier field (id) is common between the
repair and LVD tables and can be used to join two tables.
3. M ETHODOLOGY
In this section we first, in 3.1, introduce the new approach for
domain (dataset) shift detection using autoencoder, and then,
in 3.2, we present the adapted model for predicting failures of
turbocharger in the presence of such domain shift.
3.1. Domain shift detection using autoencoder
One of the most common types of domain (dataset) shifts is
called covariate shift where input sample distribution P (x) is
subject to changes (Quiñonero-Candela et al., 2008). A traditional approach to detect such a shift is to label source and target domain samples with zero and one respectively and then
train a binary classifier on the newly labeled dataset. A higher
performance in the trained model indicates a higher shift in
the dataset. As an alternative, we propose to use an autoencoder for detecting the shift in the dataset. Autoencoders lend
themselves naturally to this purpose since they consider only
reconstruction of input features which is exactly the marginal
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distribution required in detecting the covariate shift (change
in P (x)). Another advantage of using autoencoder for detecting covariate shift is that the effect can also be detected based
on the discrepancy between the representation of source and
target in the bottleneck layer.

mula is to make sure the optimization algorithm maximizes
the domain classification error.

An autoencoder consists of two parts, an encoder f (x) that
maps the input x into a lower dimensional representation and
a decoder g(x) that reproduces back the original input from
the learned internal representation. Therefore, the objective
of the network is to minimize the loss function formulated in
equation (1) w.r.t the parameters of the model (Θf and Θg ).

ℓ (Θf , Θg ) =

N
X
i=1

2

∥xi − g (f (xi ))∥

(1)

We propose to consider the Average Reproduction Error (in
short ARE) as a quantitative indicator of the magnitude of
domain shift in the dataset, see equation (2). As an example,
let’s say we have two datasets are called source S and target
T . We train autoencoder on S and evaluate it on T , by calculating the ARE. The higher the value of ARE, the higher
the shift between S and T distributions. To the best of our
knowledge, this has not been practiced before for measuring
the shift between two distributions.

ARE =

ℓ (Θf , Θg )
N

(2)

3.2. Predicting turbocharger failures
The prediction model used in this paper is inspired from the
domain adaptation technique introduced in (Ganin et al., 2016).
Figure 1 shows the adapted structure of the DANN model.
The layers on the left side of the figure represent feature extraction layers parameterized in Θf . The produced internal
representation is then mapped into two separate heads. The
upper head performs the main task of RUL prediction (parameterized in Θr ). Thus, it is essentially a regressor mapping the
internal representation to a positive unbounded number. The
lower head represents the domain adaptation branch of the
network parameterized in Θd . This branch is connected to
the feature extractor through a gradient reversal layer (Ganin
et al., 2016).
The input to the network is a sample with Sa pair of labels
(xi , [ri , di ]) where xi is drawn from Source T arget distribution randomly, and ri and di represent the ground truth for
the remaining useful life (yrul ) and the ground truth domain
(ydomain ) respectively. If xi is drawn from T arget domain
(i.e. di = 1), then the task branch will be turned off and ri
won’t be considered accordingly. Equation (3) represents the
loss function of the network. The negative sign in the for-

(3)

ℓ (Θf , Θr , Θd ) =
1
N
α

N =N
s +Nd
X
i=1

1
N

ℓir (Θf , Θr , di ) −

N =N
s +Nd
X

ℓid

!

(Θf , Θd ) ,

i=1

where α is a parameter to gauge the effect of adversarial
branch and is tuned adaptively, and ℓir (Θf , Θr , di ) calculates
loss on the task branch (RUL prediction) with respect to the
target values (ri ) and predicted values (rˆi ) and is calculated
using formula (4).

2

(1 − di ) · |ri − rˆi |

(4)

and ℓid (Θf , Θd ) applies cross entropy loss for a binary classification task and is calculated using formula (5).
 


di · log dˆi + (1 − di ) · log 1 − dˆi

(5)

where dˆi represents the predicted domain of ith sample by
the domain branch of the network, di indicates the ground
truth domain label, and Ns and Nd are the number of samples
drawn from source and target distributions. The optimization
algorithm in the network simultaneously minimizes the loss
on the task branch while maximizing the loss on the domain
adaptation branch. The intuition behind maximizing the loss
on the domain adaptation branch is to promote emergence of
the features that are uninformative in distinguishing between
source and target samples. This will ensure the network does
not overfit to the source-specific features, and keeps its generalization capacity when transferred to the target domain.
One important aspect of analyzing the time series data is the
information available in the sequence of observations. Although the adopted DANN architecture gains boost by introducing the domain adaptation branch, it is still unable to
process a sequence of observations as the feature extraction
layers only accepts a single readout at a time.
To mitigate this drawback, a recurrent neural network layer
known as long short-term memory (LSTM) is used in the
feature extraction layer. The input
samples to this network


are sequences of observations xt−k
, ..., xti , [ri , di ] where
i
 t−k

again xi , ..., xti is
S a sequence of observations drawn randomly from Source T arget distributions. While the DANN
model receives a single readout as input, the recurrent archi3
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source and target domains. The Average reproduction error is
used as a quantitative empirical indicator of the magnitude of
domain shift between different domains.
In order to study the effect of time on the distribution change
of input features P (x), we divide the data into four sections
using three split dates each six month apart from each other
(see figure 3). The first split represents the source domain
and is used to train the autoencoder. The three other sections are used as target domains for evaluating the autoencoder where target1 covers six month after the source time
span. Target2 covers the time between six months to one year
after the source time span. Eventually, target3 starts one year
after the source time span.

Figure 1. DANN architecture
tecture receives a sequence of observations with length k (in
the experiments we consider k = 8). Figure 2 shows the
structure of the recurrent model. As you can see, the task
branch and the domain adaptation branch are similar to the
regular DANN.

We first train the autoencoder using source data and then evaluate it using three target distributions each time calculating
the mean absolute error between the regenerated signal values and the original values.

Figure 3. The figure shows how the data is split between
source and target domains. The time interval between split
dates is six months. The reason for proposing multiple targets
is to evaluate the magnitude of the shift in the data compared
to source distribution with respect to the time elapse.

Figure 2. recurrent DANN architecture
4. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section is split into four subsections. 4.1 studies usage
of autoencoder for shift detection. 4.2 and 4.3 demonstrate
the results achieved by domain adaptation model with single
observation and sequential observations. Finally, 4.4 visualizes the effect of domain adaptation in the feature extraction
layer by plotting the output of internal representation layer.
4.1. Domain shift in the data
In the first experiment, we conduct an empirical test on the
LVD readouts to investigate the existence of distribution change
between source and target domains. A three-layer autoencoder neural network is employed in a self-supervised setup
to map the sensor readouts into a bottleneck layer (size of 32
neurons) and reproduce the input signals back from the internal representation. Here, we are interested to compare the
Average signal reproduction error (see section 3.1) between

Figure 4 shows the learning curves of the autoencoder. The
blue curve indicates the training loss on the source domain,
while the red, green, and yellow curves illustrate the loss on
target1, target2, and target3 respectively. The y axis represents the reconstruction loss, and the x axis shows the training
epochs.
The first important observation from the learning curves is
that the amount of loss increases comparing target1 to target2
and target3. This illustrates that as we go further away from
the source time span, the trained autoencoder quickly losses
its generalization capability and is no longer able to accurately regenerate the input signals. Another interesting observation is that the trained autoencoder performs perfectly well
on target1 which means the amount of shift is subtle up to six
month after the training time. However, the situation changes
quickly as we go further away from training period creating a
huge contrast comparing the losses of target3 and target1.
4
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Table 1. The evaluation results comparing the RUL predictions with or without the domain adaptation respectively presented in ”NN” and ”DANN” columns. The values show average and standard deviation of five times running the experiment with different random seeds.
Split
1
2
3
4

Split date
2017-12-15
2018-01-15
2018-02-15
2018-03-15

NN (MAE)
159.68±2.59
148.71±4.49
155.15±4.80
151.69±6.44

DANN (MAE)
122.50±2.25
116.73±2.50
119.46±3.33
116.74±2.08

using an early stopping mechanism, while 30% of the training samples are set aside as validation.

Figure 4. Comparing source and three target losses while
generating input signals using an autoencoder. The red curve
shows the average loss for a period of six months after source,
the green after one year, and the yellow for more than a year.
Note how the loss increases over time comparing target1, target2, and target3.
We interpret this variance is as an indication of a distributional shift in the data over time. This shift can dwindle the
performance of any data-driven model that tries to predict future by learning from the past values of the signals. Therefore, we suggest the application of domain adaptation.
4.2. Domain adaptation without sequential memory
The previous experiment demonstrated the existence of the
distribution shift in the data. In this experiment, we investigate the effect of transductive learning through domain adaptation of source and target features. We do not include the sequence information in the first setup and consider each readout as a stand-alone observation. The effect of adding memory to the model is analyzed afterwards in section 4.3.
A dense feed-forward neural network architecture with two
output heads is employed to model the remaining useful life
of turbochargers. The network has an input layer with 372
neurons, followed by two feature extraction layers with 100
and 64 neurons. The extracted features are then mapped into
two separate heads, the RUL regressor and the domain predictor. The RUL regressor has two layers with corresponding
50 and 1 neurons. In comparison, the domain predictor contains four layers starting with a gradient reversal layer followed by 64, 32, and 2 neurons in the subsequent three layers. All layers use the ReLu activation function except the
last layer of the regressor, which uses linear activation function and the last layer of the domain predictor uses softmax
binary cross entropy. The Adam optimizer with learning rate
equal to 0.001 is used during the training phase. The batch
size is 128. Finally, the number of training epochs is tuned

Since the data is in time-series format, it is essential to ensure the natural order of the data is kept during training, i.e.,
one typical error is to train on the future observations and
predict the past. We split the observations into two folds as
source and target using a split date. All the observations before the split date are source domain, while the observations
after the split date form the target domain. Time splitting is
also aligned with the development operation of the company.
For example, splitting samples based on the time enables the
company to take full advantage of the entire history (sensor
measurements and repairs information) for each truck up to
the point of deployment. We experimented on several different split dates and presented the results in Table 1. The
first column gives the split dates. The second column shows
the mean absolute error the network achieves, excluding the
domain predictor head, i.e., only a feed-forward regressor is
employed. The third column provides the results achieved by
engaging both heads (domain predictor and regressor). The
suggested model estimates the remaining useful life of a turbocharger. Thus, the model essentially solves a regression
task. Therefore, we evaluated the model and reported the results using Mean Absolute Error metric.
To analyze the results, we can compare the mean absolute error values across each row between the second column (Source)
as a baseline and the third column (Domain Adaptation). As
you can see, the value of error has been reduced significantly
by adding the domain adaptation head to the network. This
is, of course, attained due to promoting the emergence of invariant features between source and target domains in the feature extraction layers by utilizing the domain adaptation head.
Furthermore, the Domain Adaptation shows a slightly lower
variance on the error rate (calculated over running the experiments five times with random network initialization).
4.3. Domain adaptation with sequential memory
The collected readouts from vehicles are time-series. Thus
there is a natural sequential order available in the dataset. The
method utilized in section 4.2 lacks any kind of memory and
ignores this sequential information. The recurrent architecture, on the other hand, tries to address this drawback by em5
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Table 2. The evaluation results comparing the RUL predictions using recurrent DANN model with two baselines.
Split
1
2
3
4

LSTM
(MAE)
145.77±2.37
150.27±10.85
173.13±12.69
173.45±9.23

DANN
(MAE)
121±9.71
154.73±9.71
148.19±11.18
138.57±4.63

DANN LSTM
(MAE)
111.67±1.69
127.27±5.4
111.09±4.94
108.84±8.77

ploying an LSTM architecture within the feature extraction
layers.
The input to the model is a sequence of 8 consecutive readouts, each containing 372 features. The number of units in
the LSTM layer is 50, and it is followed by a dropout layer
with a dropping frequency of 0.2. The rest of the network
architecture, as well as training parameters, are the same as
described in section 4.2.

parameters of t-SNE, we set number of components equal to
2, perplexity equal to 20, and number of iterations equal to
300.
In order to study the effect of domain adaptation, we run this
experiment twice. Figure 5 presents the source and target
features without domain adaptation. Figure 6 represents the
same features once domain adaptation is added to the model.
You can see the distribution of source and target features (the
red and blue points) are much more intertwined after applying domain adaptation. This indicates the network has focused more on extracting features that are invariant between
two domains.
The t-SNE algorithm follows a stochastic process, therefore,
the resulted figure changes with different seed points. However, we observed that the discussed effect is pertinent in all
the experiments with different seeds.

Table 2 compares the results obtained by the recurrent model
along with two baselines. The first baseline is called ”LSTM”
and uses the same architecture as recurrent, but the gradients
from the domain adaptation layer are neutralized, i.e. the domain adaptation head is ignored. This baseline helps to study
the effect of domain adaptation head. The second baseline is
called ”DANN” and uses a similar architecture as the one described previously in section 4.2. The only difference here is
that the input to the network is a flattened sequence of readouts. This is done to make sure the comparison between two
architectures are fair as they both receive similar input signals. This baseline helps to analyze the effect of adding sequential information (memory) to the model.
As you can see, the recurrent model has been able to improve
the results one step further. The performance improvement is
steady throughout the different splits. In the 2018-03-15 split
as an example, the recurrent model has been able to reduce the
error by approximately 21% compared to the memory-less
DANN model, and 37% compared to the traditional LSTM.
4.4. Visualizing the distribution of source and target features
The whole purpose of adding domain adaptation branch is to
motivate the extraction of features that are invariant in terms
of source and target domains. The gradients that feature extraction layers receive from domain adaptation branch changes
the internal representation of the input features in a way that
makes it hard for the network to discern domains.
An interesting way of validating such an effect is to visualize the internal representation of the network. In this experiment, we visualize the internal representation produced by
recurrent model. Since the dimension of the internal representation is higher than 2, we applied t-SNE (Van der Maaten
& Hinton, 2008) to reduce the number of dimensions. For the

Figure 5. Internal representation of the transformed features
WITHOUT domain adaptation
5. C ONCLUSION
In this study, we investigated the occurrence of domain shift
in the time series data from vehicle sensor readouts. The aim
was to estimate the remaining useful life of turbocharger devices installed on heavy-duty trucks.
We started by showing how one can detect domain shift in
the data: by fitting an autoencoder to the measurements from
source and evaluating on the target distributions. Then, we
employed two neural network architectures inspired from the
DANN architecture. One model used a memory-less feature
extractor, while the other model employed a Long Short-Term
Memory unit.
Finally, we visualized how the domain adaptation changes the
internal representation of input features from both source and
target domains. This highlights how the adaptation is mak6
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Figure 6. Internal representation of the transformed features
WITH domain adaptation
ing it difficult to distinguish between the two domains. The
experiments demonstrated that the domain adaptation significantly outperforms the regular architecture. We were able to
improve the results even further by incorporating sequential
information into the model.
The presented network architecture optimizes for two heads
with different characteristics. One head is a regressor and the
other one is a classifier. During the experiments, we realized
the feature extraction layer receives loss values with different
scales from these two heads. Tuning the scale of the losses
might be helpful for balancing the effect of domain adaptation. We suggest the task’s weight optimization as a future
work. The current work estimates RUL of a turbocharger.
However, based on each specific application, the RUL values should later be interpreted by the user and considered for
decision making. This could also be affected for example by
the scheduled workshop visits for each truck (if we want to do
the maintenance in the pre-booked regular maintenance visits). The decision making process based on the RUL values
is left as a future work.
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